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Abstract  41	

Objectives: Behavioral weight loss (BWL) programs are the recommended treatment for 42	

obesity, yet it is unknown whether these programs change one’s ability to use self-control 43	

in food choices and what specific mechanisms support such change.  Using experimental 44	

economics methods, we investigated whether changes in dietary behavior in individuals 45	

with obesity following BWL are driven by one or more of the following potential 46	

mechanisms: changes in the perception of the 1) health or 2) taste of food items, and/or 3) 47	

shifting decision weights for health versus taste attributes. Therefore, we compared these 48	

mechanisms between obese participants and lifetime normal weight controls (NW) both 49	

before and after BWL.  50	

Methods: Females with obesity (N=37, mean BMI=33.2) completed a food choice task 51	

involving health ratings, taste ratings, and decision-making pre- and post-standard BWL 52	

intervention.   NW controls (N=30, BMI=22.4) completed the same task.  53	

Results: Individuals with obesity exhibited increased self-control (selecting healthier, less 54	

tasty food choices) post-treatment.  However, their rates of self-control remained 55	

significantly lower than NW.  We found no differences in initial health perceptions across 56	

groups, and no changes with treatment.  In contrast, taste ratings and the relative value of 57	

taste versus health decreased following treatment. Although, post-treatment participants 58	

continued to perceive unhealthy foods as tastier and used less self-control than NW 59	

controls, they showed significant improvements in these domains following a BWL 60	

intervention.   61	
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Conclusions: To help individuals improve dietary decisions, additional research is needed 62	

to determine how to make greater changes in taste preferences and/or the assignment of 63	

value to taste versus health attributes in food choices.   64	

Introduction 65	

Behavioral approaches are recommended as the treatment of choice for mild and 66	

moderate obesity(1). These approaches, which help individuals make healthier choices 67	

for eating and activity a part of their regular lifestyles(2), typically produce weight losses 68	

averaging 7-10% of initial body weight at 6-12 months, although the long-term success of 69	

these interventions is lower(3, 4, 5, 6).   70	

Recent studies have shown benefits of behavioral weight loss intervention (BWL) 71	

on dietary composition(7), however, the specific mechanisms through which BWL leads 72	

to healthier dietary choices remain unclear.  Specifically, do BWL programs increase 73	

“self-control” over food choices when faced with a concrete challenge, i.e. selection of 74	

healthier options over tastier but less healthy food choices, and, if so, what are the 75	

mechanisms supporting this change?  76	

Basic decision-making theories suggest three mechanisms could be altered by 77	

participation in BWL and subsequently lead to a healthier diet. First, the interventions 78	

might change participants’ perceptions about the healthiness of foods. For example, 79	

participants might become more knowledgeable about nutrition or more realistic about 80	

the dangers of eating specific unhealthy foods like cookies, and the benefits of eating 81	

specific healthy foods like broccoli. Indeed, some previous studies have demonstrated 82	

improvements in nutrition knowledge through weight loss interventions(8), especially in 83	

lower income populations(9, 10).  However, although greater knowledge has been linked 84	

to better diet quality(11), a large body of previous literature suggests nutrition knowledge 85	

does not differ between individuals with overweight/obesity and those with normal 86	

weight(12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17). Treatment seeking individuals with obesity typically 87	

possess adequate nutrition and diet knowledge(18) and nutrition knowledge is not 88	

sufficient to induce changes in dietary choices(19).  Taken together, these previous 89	

findings diminish the probability that improvements in health knowledge alone will 90	

improve food choices; therefore we do not expect that the behavioral weight loss 91	

intervention will alter health perceptions and individuals with obesity will perceive food 92	
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health similarly to those with normal weight.  Nonetheless, we tested for this possible 93	

effect in our sample.  94	

Second, these programs might change participants’ taste perceptions of different 95	

foods. In particular, participants might learn to like healthy foods and/or dislike the taste 96	

of unhealthy items.  Taste preferences have been shown to change with weight loss. For 97	

instance, preference for fat diminishes after following a lower fat diet(20, 21). Evidence 98	

also suggests that food liking may differ as a function of BMI, as greater BMI has been 99	

shown to correlate with preference for fatty foods(22, 23, 24, 25, 26, 27).  Moreover, 100	

individuals with obesity exhibit greater desire for the foods they find tasty, and report 101	

thinking about food more often than lean individuals, even in the absence of metabolic 102	

hunger(28).  Thus we hypothesized that individuals with obesity and normal weight 103	

controls will differ in taste preferences and that taste ratings will decrease following 104	

treatment, but it is unknown whether these changes will make post-treatment taste ratings 105	

equal to those of normal weight individuals.  106	

Third, beyond potential changes in perception, the interventions might also 107	

increase the relative weighting given to health versus taste at the time of choice (29).  108	

Hare and colleagues demonstrated that healthy eaters differ from unhealthy eaters in the 109	

weight placed on health versus taste attributes. Cognitive-behavioral strategies targeted in 110	

BWL, such as goal-setting, may help individuals with overweight/obesity modulate their 111	

valuation of health over taste, however, such explicit differences in the relative weighting 112	

of taste and health at the time of food decisions have not been systematically assessed in 113	

those with obesity versus lean individuals, nor examined before and after a BWL 114	

intervention, nor has it been determined whether BWL improves self-control in food 115	

decision-making.  116	

Here we combine a paradigm from experimental economics(29) with an evidence-117	

based BWL intervention to examine whether individuals with obesity (OB) exhibit 118	

greater self-control in food choice decision-making following treatment, and the 119	

mechanisms related to this change.  We also examine whether food-related decision-120	

making in the OB group post-treatment is more similar to that of normal weight 121	

individuals (NW).  It is hypothesized that individuals with obesity will increase their use 122	

of self-control in food choices following treatment, and based on the above information it 123	
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is hypothesized that health perceptions will not contribute these changes while taste 124	

perceptions may serve as a mechanism for healthier dietary choice.  It is further 125	

hypothesized that individuals with obesity will place greater value on health rather than 126	

taste following the BWL treatment. 127	

 128	

Methods 129	

Participants. Women were recruited for this study based upon weight status for either the 130	

obese group (OB, N=37) or lifetime normal weight (NW, N=30).  A total of 54 women 131	

with obesity were recruited via self-referral in response to Internet advertisements within 132	

the Lifespan Corporation and community postings to participate in a BWL intervention 133	

research study at the Weight Control and Diabetes Research Center in Providence, RI.  134	

From this sample 37 women with obesity (OB; mean BMI = 33.2; mean age = 47.1) 135	

completed the food choice decision-making task both pre- and post-treatment and are 136	

included in the current study. Thirty normal weight women (NW; mean BMI = 22.4; 137	

mean age = 44.1) who reported being within the normal weight range (BMI 18.5 – 24.9) 138	

throughout their lifetime (excluding pregnancies) were recruited in the same way (i.e., 139	

self-referral in response to Internet and community postings seeking women of healthy 140	

weight for a research study) for comparison and completed the same task. The sample 141	

was restricted to females for multiple reasons.  In order to keep sex constant between 142	

participant groups, given the disproportionate number of females versus males typically 143	

presenting for behavioral weight loss treatment, only females were included.  Moreover, 144	

previous research employing the food choice decision-making task has focused on 145	

females and it is possible there are differences in mechanisms supporting food choice 146	

between sexes. All participants were weight stable upon enrollment in the study (defined 147	

as within +/-5 lbs. for the past two months) and reported no history of eating disorders. 148	

Additionally, a sample of 5 professional licensed nutritionists completed health ratings 149	

(described below) to provide expert assessment.  Each participant provided informed 150	

consent in accordance with the guidelines set by the Institutional Review Boards of The 151	

Miriam Hospital and Brown University and received monetary compensation for 152	

completing assessments. 153	

 154	
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Clinical intervention.  Individuals in the OB group participated in a BWL intervention 155	

incorporating diet, exercise, and behavioral therapy and instructed by Master's and 156	

Doctorate-level interventionists.  Interventions were conducted via face-to-face group 157	

meetings (n = 31) or via the Internet (n = 6) and varied in duration from 12 weeks (n=18) 158	

to 16 weeks (n=19).  Core content of the intervention was the same for both the face-to-159	

face and Internet-delivered programs and both durations (12 or 16 weeks). All 160	

participants were given the goal of losing 1-2 pounds per week.  To help achieve this goal 161	

participants were placed on a caloric and fat restricted diet (e.g., 1200-1500 kcals/day 162	

depending on initial weight, <30% of calories from fat) and were encouraged to increase 163	

their physical activity gradually each week to reach at least 200 minutes per week (using 164	

activities similar in intensity to brisk walking in bouts ³10 minutes). No foods or 165	

medications were provided via the intervention. All participants received a fat/calorie 166	

guidebook and a diary in which to self-monitor weight, food consumption, and physical 167	

activity. All participants were instructed on how to carefully weigh and measure food and 168	

caloric beverages consumed to achieve more accurate calorie and fat estimates.  169	

Participants in the Internet-delivered programs then entered these data to the study 170	

website.  Clinicians reviewed these diaries weekly and provided written feedback on 171	

participants’ progress to date.  Weekly lessons focused on teaching participants standard 172	

behavioral strategies for changing eating and activity behavior.  These lessons were based 173	

off of those used in the Diabetes Prevention Program and the Look AHEAD trials and 174	

included topics such as understanding calorie balance, goal setting, problem solving, 175	

changing the home environment (i.e., stimulus control), and restaurant eating (30, 31).  176	

Individuals in the face-to-face delivered program were able to schedule make-up sessions 177	

for any missed classes.  Internet-delivered lessons were in video format that participants 178	

could view on their own.  For the12-week intervention, lessons on similar topics were 179	

combined in order to cover the same material in a slightly shortened format.   180	

 181	

Assessment procedures. All subjects were weighed using Tanita digital scales (TANITA 182	

Corporation of America, Inc, Arlington Heights, IL) and measured via wall-mounted 183	

stadiometers.  Participants then completed a food choice decision-making task from 184	

previous work on the neuroeconomics of self-control(29).  The task consists of four 185	
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stages: 1) health ratings, 2) taste ratings, 3) food choices, and 4) implementation of the 186	

choice made in a randomly selected trial. Health and taste ratings were conducted in 187	

laboratory testing rooms and the food choices portion of the task was completed during 188	

an fMRI scan for all but 1 participant from the OB group who was found to have MRI 189	

contraindications at the time of the scan.  Body measurements were taken on the same 190	

day as ratings for all participants. For 6 OB participants pre-treatment, 7 OB participants post-191	

treatment, and 2 NW participants, food ratings and the decision-making portion of the trial were 192	

conducted on the same day.  For all others the decision-making portion of the task was completed 193	

approximately 1 week following completion of the ratings (mean time between ratings & 194	

decision-making = 8.9 days).  All Participants consumed the food they had chosen on a 195	

randomly selected trial of the decision-making task immediately after the scan.  NW 196	

participants were measured and completed the full task once, and professional licensed 197	

nutritionists completed only health ratings at one time point. Subjects in the OB group 198	

were measured and completed the full task twice: just before the beginning of the clinical 199	

intervention (maximum lag of 30 days) and after the completion of the program 200	

(maximum lag of 30 days). When relevant, visits were scheduled within the estimated 201	

follicular phase of the participant’s menstrual cycle. All assessment visits took place in 202	

the afternoon and/or evening following 3 hours of fasting since the foods being 203	

considered (sweet and salty snacks) in the task are most likely to be eaten during those 204	

time periods.    205	

All of the tasks involved high-resolution pictures of 150 different snack food 206	

items (e.g., health bars, candy, fruit) that are widely available in supermarkets and 207	

convenience stores. The stimulus set is similar to the one used by Hare et al (2009) but 208	

includes additional items to allow for more choice trials (see Supplemental Material).  In 209	

order to ensure adequate self-control challenges, many of the foods items included in the 210	

set were selected based on their high calorie, high fat content.    211	

In the health-rating task, subjects were shown pictures of food one item at a time 212	

in random order. They were asked to rate how healthy they perceived each food to be, 213	

independent of its taste (scale:-2=very unhealthy, -1=unhealthy, 0=neutral, 1=healthy, 214	

2=very healthy). Taste ratings were similar except subjects rated tastiness of each food, 215	
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independent of its health properties (scale: -2=very bad, -1=bad, 0=neutral, 1=good, 216	

2=very good). The order of the two rating tasks was counterbalanced across participants.  217	

In the food choice task, subjects were then shown one food on every trial and had 218	

to make a choice between it and a fixed reference food item. The reference item was 219	

customized for each participant by selecting a food rated by that participant as ‘neutral’ in 220	

both tastiness and health. Subjects indicated their choices using a 4-point scale (-2=strong 221	

no, -1=no, 1=yes, 2=strong yes, where yes/strong yes indicate a selection of the non-222	

reference item). Importantly, at the start of the choice portion of the task each participant 223	

was informed that, upon completion of the task, one trial would be selected at random 224	

and whatever the participant had chosen on that trial (i.e., the trial food or the reference 225	

food) would be served to the participant and she was expected to consume it.  In this way, 226	

participants were made aware that every single choice ‘counts’, as any trial could be the 227	

one selected.  For participants in the OB group at post-treatment, if neutral health and 228	

taste ratings were provided for the original reference item again at post-treatment, this 229	

same reference food item was used (n = 18), however in cases when the former reference 230	

item was no longer rated as neutral on both dimensions, a new reference food item was 231	

used that fit these criteria.  232	

 233	

Statistical Analysis. Descriptive statistics were generated for all variables, including 234	

means and standard errors (SEs) for continuous variables and percentages for categorical 235	

variables.  Analyses were conducted using IBM SPSS Statistics for Windows, Version 236	

20.0 (Armonk, NY: IBM Corp).  237	

At each assessment point, the task used in this study generated 150 observations 238	

of health ratings, 150 observations of taste ratings, and 150 choices per participant, 239	

corresponding to 150 different food stimuli. Linear mixed effects models (LMMs) were 240	

used to estimate the mean and standard error (SE) of health ratings, liking ratings, and 241	

choices at each assessment point. Ratings of each individual food for every subject and 242	

time point were used to estimate these models. Subject and time were treated as random 243	

effects (i.e., subject intercepts and the slope for time were treated as random effects). The 244	

LMMs accounted for the inherent lack of independence among observations made by the 245	

same participant. Put simply, two ratings of health or liking from the same participant are 246	
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likely to be more similar than two ratings of health or liking from two different 247	

participants. Mixed models account for these within-subject correlations.  248	

LMMs were also used to perform a series of inferential analyses:  249	

 Analyses of self-control. This first series of inferential analyses were conducted using a 250	

subset of two types of trials from the food choice task that were characterized as 251	

requiring self-control. These two types of self-control were examined separately because 252	

previous studies using similar choice paradigms have shown that they occur with 253	

different frequencies (29, 32, 33). One type of trial required self-control when 254	

participants were forced to choose between a food rated high on health but low in taste 255	

(e.g., celery) and their neutral reference food (SC Type 1: mean number of trials OB pre-256	

treatment = 3.9, post-treatment = 4.1, NW = 7.6).  Exerting self-control in this case 257	

involved choosing to eat the healthy but less tasty target food (e.g., celery).  The other 258	

type of trial required self-control when participants were forced to choose between an 259	

unhealthy food they consider highly palatable (e.g., cookie) and their neutral reference 260	

food (SC Type 2: mean number of trials OB pre-treatment = 44.9, OB post-treatment = 261	

41.2, NW = 46.7).  Successful use of self-control in this type of trial involved selecting 262	

the neutral reference food and thus refusing the tasty but unhealthy food.  The outcome 263	

measure in these analyses (i.e., the likelihood of exerting versus not exerting self-control 264	

on trials that required self-control) was modeled using the binomial distribution with a 265	

logit link function. The probability of exerting self-control or rate of self-control 266	

(reported as the proportion of trials on which self-control was exerted to facilitate 267	

interpretation) was compared for: (a) OB at pre- vs. post-treatment, and (b) NWC vs. OB 268	

at pre- and post-treatment. These comparisons were made for all self-control trials 269	

combined, and each type of self-control trial separately, in separate analyses. Lastly, the 270	

pre- to post-treatment change in proportion of self-control trials in which self-control was 271	

exerted was correlated with weight loss to determine whether more frequent exertion of 272	

self-control was associated with larger weight losses. 273	

 274	

Analyses examining food choice decision-making mechanisms.  The second set of 275	

inferential analyses combined the health ratings, taste ratings, and choice for each food 276	

stimulus. Using the full range of choice ratings (+2 to -2) as the outcome, we evaluated 277	
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health ratings and taste ratings as predictors. These analyses were conducted to evaluate 278	

the degree to which health and taste ratings of the food stimuli were associated with 279	

choosing versus not choosing a target food over the reference food. The magnitude of the 280	

association of health ratings and taste ratings with choice was compared for: (a) OB at 281	

pre- vs. post-treatment using health/taste by time interaction terms, and (b) NWC vs. OB 282	

at pre- and post-treatment using health/taste by group interaction terms. As an example, 283	

the LMM comparing Pre-treatment OB and NW can be represented as:    284	

CHOICEij  =  β0j  + β1(HEALTH) ij + β2(TASTE) ij + rij, 285	

wherein β0 represents the intercept while β1 and β2 represent slopes. Note that the time or 286	

group interaction terms are not shown here for brevity.  Subscripts i and j represent food 287	

rating and subject respectively with rij accounting for error.  The model included random 288	

intercepts for subject and groups, as well as random slopes for taste and health by subject. 289	

Finally, we evaluated the degree to which participants’ ratings of health agreed 290	

with “objective” ratings of health made by licensed nutritionists for each food stimulus. 291	

This was done by calculating an intraclass correlation coefficient (ICC) using the mean of 292	

the nutritionists’ ratings of health and the mean of participants’ ratings of health for the 293	

150 food stimuli. 294	

 295	

Results  296	

Sample Characteristics 297	

Details regarding the baseline sample characteristics are presented in Table 1.  As per 298	

definition, there was a significant difference between the OB and NW groups in BMI; 299	

however, the two groups did not differ on any other demographic collected (i.e., age, 300	

race/ethnicity, or education level; Table 1). 301	

 302	

Weight Loss  303	

Overall, participants in the OB group lost an average of 5.82 kg (SE=0.70) through the 304	

weight loss intervention, representing a clinically significant loss of 6.62% (SE=0.82%) 305	

of initial body weight.  There was no significant difference in weight loss between those 306	

participating in the face-to-face program (mean percent loss=6.0%, SE=0.78) and those 307	

in the Internet-delivered program (mean percent loss=8.7%, SE=2.03; p=0.38) nor were 308	
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there differences between those in the 12-week intervention (mean percent weight loss = 309	

6.7%, SE =1.1) and those in the 16-week intervention (mean percent weight loss = 6.5%, 310	

SE =1.2; p = 0.91).    311	

 312	

Exertion of Self-Control  313	

The proportion of trials in which OB participants exercised self-control increased from 314	

pre- to post-treatment, and this difference in self-control use trended toward significance 315	

(Table 2; mean difference = 10%, p=0.07).   NWC participants exerted self-control on 316	

significantly more trials than OB both before (mean difference = 32%, SE =0.08; 317	

p<0.001) and after treatment (Table 2; mean difference = 21%, SE=0.08, p=0.007).  318	

Further analyses separating the two types of trials in which self-control could be used 319	

revealed OB participants were able to increase the rate at which they selected healthy, but 320	

relatively unpalatable foods (Table 2; self-control type1: mean difference = 14%, SE = 321	

0.05; p=0.008), however, when faced with tasty-unhealthy foods (self-control type2), a 322	

smaller, trend-level increase in the use of self-control was observed (mean difference = 323	

10%, SE=0.06 p=0.09).  Again, NW participants exerted self-control on both of these 324	

trial types significantly more often than OB participants both before (Table 2; mean 325	

difference for selecting less tasty-healthy foods NW-OB Pre-Treatment =46%, SE=0.09, 326	

p=0.001; mean difference for refusing tastier-unhealthy foods NW-OB Pre-Treatment = 327	

30%, SE=0.08, p=0.001) and after treatment (mean difference =32%, SE=0.09, p=0.001 328	

and mean difference = 20%, SE=0.09, p = 0.02, respectively).  Frequency of selecting 329	

foods within each of the health-taste categories and these group differences are depicted 330	

in Figure 1.   Although we observed both increased self-control and substantial weight 331	

loss at the group level following the treatment program, individual differences in self-332	

control improvement were not correlated with percentage weight loss (r=0.02, p=0.92). 333	

  334	

Food Choice Decision-Making Mechanisms 335	

Health Ratings.  No significant changes in health ratings were observed within the OB 336	

group (pre-treatment mean=-0.49, SE=0.06, post-treatment mean=-0.51, SE=0.06; 337	

regression coefficient =0.02, t=0.61, p=0.54). Neither pre- nor post-intervention health 338	

ratings for OB differed significantly from those of NW subjects (NW mean=-0.51, 339	
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SE=0.06; comparison to OB pre-treatment regression coefficient = 0.02, p=0.80 and post-340	

treatment coefficient = 0.03, p=0.72,). Moreover, health ratings of the OB and NW 341	

subjects were similar to those of the experts (expert mean=-0.52, SE=0.10; interclass 342	

correlation coefficient [ICC] with OB pre-treatment=0.96, post-treatment=0.74, 343	

NW=0.97).  Overall, health ratings were below zero, reflecting a general ‘unhealthy’ 344	

perception of the foods by all groups.  This coincides with the inclusion of many high 345	

calorie, high fat foods in the sample set.    346	

 347	

Taste ratings.  Mean taste ratings of OB participants significantly decreased from 0.55 348	

(SE=0.09) pre-treatment to 0.38 (SE=0.09) post-treatment (regression coefficient = 0.17, 349	

t=6.81, p<0.001), indicating that on average the foods were perceived as less tasty 350	

following treatment (Figure 2).  These changes were not significantly correlated with 351	

percent body weight lost during BWL (r= 0.18, p=0.32).  To determine if taste 352	

preferences changed differentially for unhealthy versus healthy foods, taste ratings of OB 353	

pre- and post-treatment were assessed as a function of health using mean ratings from 354	

nutritionists to categorize foods as ‘healthy’, ‘unhealthy’, or ‘neutral’.  Taste ratings 355	

changed within each health category [time x category F(2,147)=39.35, p <0.001; healthy: 356	

mean rating pre-treatment=1.11, SE = 0.08, post-treatment = 1.16, SE = 0.07; neutral: 357	

pre-treatment = 0.49, SE = 0.10, post-treatment = 0.38, SE = 0.09; unhealthy: pre-358	

treatment = 0.38, SE = .05, post-treatment = 0.11, SE = 0.04), however post-hoc tests 359	

revealed absolute change across categories differed [F(2,147) = 15.44, p <0.001) with 360	

changes for unhealthy foods significantly greater than that of both neutral (p=0.003) and 361	

healthy foods (p<0.001).  362	

 The mean taste rating for NW subjects was 0.34 (SE=0.10), which was not 363	

significantly different from the OB group before the intervention (regression coefficient = 364	

0.21, t = 1.65, p=0.10), or after (regression coefficient = 0.03, t=0.20, p=0.84).  365	

 366	

Health and Taste Value in Decision-making. Next, we examined the effect of the 367	

intervention on the relative association between health and taste attributes and the choice 368	

made via LMM. This analysis took into account changes in taste preferences by using the 369	

health and taste ratings at the time of the decision (i.e., pre- or post-treatment) to predict 370	
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choices at that time. We found that the intervention significantly increased the degree to 371	

which health factored into choices (Table 3; p=0.001), and significantly decreased the 372	

degree to which taste factored into choices (Table 3; p=0.001) in OB.  However, health 373	

rather than taste was more strongly associated with choices in NW compared to OB pre- 374	

and post-treatment (Table 3; all p's<0.001). 375	

 376	

   377	

 378	

Discussion 379	

Understanding the mechanisms through which successful BWL interventions 380	

improve dietary choices is an important open question at the intersection of psychology, 381	

economics, and medicine. This study begins to address this by combining a BWL 382	

intervention with an experimental economics task, which allowed us to measure self-383	

control in food choice decision-making and the potential change in three basic 384	

mechanisms that are often explicitly targeted by BWL treatments: 1) changes in the 385	

perception of the healthiness of foods, 2) changes in taste perceptions, and 3) changes in 386	

the relative importance of health versus taste when making decisions.   387	

 We found that participants with obesity exerted greater self-control after 388	

participation in a BWL intervention; particularly in their willingness to consume healthier, 389	

but less tasty foods.  This result suggests self-control in dietary choice may be a 390	

malleable construct that can change with treatment. However, the degree of self-control 391	

employed did not reach that of normal weight individuals, suggesting there is room for 392	

further improvement.  The weight loss protocol employed here encompasses well-393	

established behavioral techniques, including self-monitoring, stimulus control, problem 394	

solving, goal setting and assertiveness training, each of which likely contribute to healthy 395	

food decision-making, but it remains plausible that more explicitly targeting self-control 396	

in food choices may yield added benefit.  Moreover, our analysis of the specific situations 397	

in which self-control was exerted revealed individuals with obesity significantly 398	

increased their use of self-control only on trials in which they were choosing between the 399	

neutral reference food and a relatively unpalatable, but healthier food. Three studies 400	

employing a similar choice paradigm have also observed differences between the two 401	
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types of self-control trials(29, 32, 33), supporting the idea that these subtypes may be at 402	

least partially distinct or differ in difficulty. Self-control on trials pairing the neutral 403	

reference food with tasty, but unhealthy foods showed only marginal improvement.  Thus, 404	

whereas obese individuals may learn to choose healthy foods that are less appealing in 405	

terms of taste, when tempted with highly palatable, unhealthy foods they continue to find 406	

it difficult to say ‘no’, making self-control lapses more likely.  Although  use of self-407	

control was not correlated with amount of weight loss in the current study,  increases in 408	

self-control may help with longer-term weight loss maintenance. Further research is 409	

needed to examine this. .  410	

In terms of changes in the two perceptual mechanisms driving dietary choice 411	

before and after the weight loss treatment, we found effects on taste, but not health 412	

perception. Specifically, we found health ratings of the foods (i.e., perception of food 413	

nutrition) did not change as a function of the weight loss program, nor did they differ 414	

between individuals with obesity and those with lifetime normal weight.  This finding 415	

supports previous studies showing no differences in nutrition knowledge between 416	

individuals with obesity and lean individuals(12). Moreover, the health ratings of both 417	

NW and OB participants were similar to those made by professional nutritionists, 418	

suggesting both NW and OB participants had solid perceptions of food item health.  419	

 In contrast, taste perceptions did change in individuals with obesity following 420	

treatment.  On average foods were rated as less tasty post-treatment.  This finding is in 421	

line with previous studies(20, 21, 22, 23, 24, 25, 26, 27).  Furthermore, the decrease in 422	

taste ratings was particularly strong for unhealthy foods.  423	

As noted above participants in the BWL intervention showed increases in dietary 424	

self-control post treatment. These changes are related to the final mechanism supporting 425	

healthier food choices, the degree to which health and taste factor into choices.  Valuing 426	

longer-term objectives (e.g., healthiness) over short-term desirability (e.g., taste) is 427	

critical for employing greater self-control, and tendencies to over-value short-term 428	

features can be a source of self-control failure(34). One recent study has shown that self-429	

reported high valuation of taste in food choices within a normal weight population is 430	

associated with poorer diet quality, highlighting the need to reduce the association 431	

between taste and food choices to improve diet (35).  After accounting for the observed 432	
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changes in taste preferences by using each OB participants’ own new taste and health 433	

ratings post-treatment, we found the intervention altered how individuals made food 434	

choices. Health attributes became more important and taste less important in their dietary 435	

choices. Although these changes made the decision process of individuals with obesity 436	

more similar to that of normal weight individuals, participants in the OB group continued 437	

to value health less and taste more than normal weight individuals. Again, efforts to 438	

render the mechanisms related to food choices of individuals with obesity more similar to 439	

those of lifetime normal weight controls via increasing the value of health and decreasing 440	

the value of taste may help to produce greater initial and/or longer-term weight loss.    441	

The evidence that BWL enhanced the valuation of health and diminished the 442	

valuation of taste raises important questions about the neurobiological changes that are 443	

associated with these decisions and how to produce even greater shifts in the relative 444	

valuation of these attributes.  Previous work has documented neural underpinnings of 445	

food choice decision-making in ‘naturally’ healthy and unhealthy eaters (29).  This study 446	

identified a region of the brain (ventral medial prefrontal cortex) that coded both health 447	

and taste value in healthy eaters, but only taste in unhealthy eaters, and a control-based 448	

region (dorsal lateral prefrontal cortex, dlPFC) that was more active for healthy eaters on 449	

trials requiring self-control.  These regions may also differ during food choices of 450	

individuals with obesity and normal weight individuals and warrant examination in future 451	

work.   452	

Of even greater relevance is a subsequent study showing this process is malleable 453	

and can be changed with attentional primes(32). Thus the changes in health/taste 454	

valuations that OB participants experienced as a result of BWL may reflect differences in 455	

activation of these brain regions. Recent work by Enax and colleagues (2015) has also 456	

shown that directing attention to nutritional information using various labeling strategies 457	

impacts valuation of foods and activity in vmPFC and dlPFC (36) and others have found 458	

cognitive reappraisal strategies increases control-related brain activity in response to 459	

viewing appetizing food images(37, 38).  Thus lengthening the weight loss program or 460	

finding ways to increase the attention paid to health at the time of food choices may lead 461	

to more efficient functioning of dlPFC modulatory mechanisms and help make food 462	

choices of individuals with obesity more similar to those of normal weight individuals.   463	
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A limitation of the present study is the potential for demand characteristics. The 464	

possible pressure felt by participants to respond in accordance with lessons of the 465	

intervention may have contributed to positive changes observed.  The method of 466	

randomly selecting a decision trial and having participants actually consume the food 467	

they chose on that trial immediately after the task was designed to help overcome this, 468	

because participants were aware that their choices had real consequences. Furthermore, 469	

we made an effort to separate the decision-making task from the weight loss program by 470	

having separate staff collect these data at a different location.  Although demand 471	

characteristics may still have been operating, we note that following treatment obese 472	

participants did not make choices that were fully in accordance with expectations of the 473	

BWL program. Specifically, self-control was exhibited on fewer than half of the trials, 474	

suggesting these participants were not responding according to expectations of either the 475	

weight loss program or notions of social desirability.  Another potential limitation is that 476	

the normal weight participants only performed the task once, and it is possible that a 477	

second exposure to the task and stimuli may have contributed to changes observed in the 478	

OB group.  Although it is not expected that simply repeating performance of the task 479	

would elicit any substantial changes, future studies  should balance experience with the 480	

task across groups.  Another potential limitation is that the food choice task measured 481	

taste ratings but did not differentiate ‘liking’ versus ‘wanting’ of foods.  More research is 482	

needed to determine if liking and wanting have separable impact on food choice behavior.  483	

Additionally, only middle-aged females were included in the current sample thus limiting 484	

the generalizability of these findings.  Future research will aim to include both men and 485	

women and explore any potential age and sex-related differences in the mechanisms 486	

supporting food choice decision-making.   487	

Despite these limitations, the current study provides novel insight into food 488	

decision-making, and the impact of behavioral weight loss treatment on food choices.  489	

Individuals with obesity clearly differ from normal weight individuals in food decision-490	

making.  Dietary choices become healthier following behavioral weight loss treatment, 491	

with changes in taste-ratings and the degree to which health and taste factor into choices 492	

both contributing. Nonetheless, post-treatment food decisions continue to differ from 493	

those of normal weight individuals and an inability to successfully exert self-control, 494	
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especially in the face of liked-unhealthy foods, may potentially contribute to the eventual 495	

weight regain commonly observed. We believe the current findings provide important 496	

insights into key mechanisms of dietary choice in obesity and highlight the importance of 497	

conducting future studies to examine whether methods that enhance the valuation of 498	

health over taste in food decision-making can further improve treatment outcomes.    499	

 500	
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 517	

Figure 1. Frequency of selecting foods across each health-taste combination. The percentage of 518	

trials in which participants responded “yes” for each food type are displayed for individuals with 519	

obesity pre- and post-treatment as well as normal weight control participants. Statistical analyses 520	

were conducted using non-linear mixed models with logit functions. Significant differences are 521	

marked with asterisks. Error bars represent standard error. 522	

  523	
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 524	

 525	

 526	

Figure 2.  Mean Taste Ratings. Mean taste ratings are plotted for OB pre-treatment, OB post-527	

treatment, and NWC participants.  Significant differences are marked with asterisks. Error bars 528	

represent standard error. 529	

  530	
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Table 1.  Participant Demographics Baseline 531	

    

 OB  NW  p-value 

Age (years) 46.95 (7.9) 43.97 (8.9) 0.15 

BMI (kg/m
2
) 

33.5 (3.9) 22.7 (1.8) 2.34 E-21* 

Ethnicity, (% per category)   0.14 

    African American  11.4% 0%  

    American Indian/Alaskan Native 0% 0%  

    Asian/Pacific Islander 0% 3.8%  

    Non-Hispanic White 80% 96.2%  

    Hispanic/Latino 11.4% 7.4%  

Education, (% per category)   0.42 

     High school degree or less  5.7% 3.7%  

     Vocational Training 1.6% 1.6%  

     College Degree 28.6% 40.7%  

     Graduate/Professional Degree  37.1% 44.4%  

    

Values presented are M (SD) unless otherwise noted.  * Indicates a < 0.05. 532	

 533	

 534	

  535	
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Table 2. Self-Control Exertion 536	

    

 OB Pre-Treatment OB Post-Treatment NW  

Overall 28% (0.05)
 c
 38% (0.06)

 c
 59% (0.06)

a, b
 

Type I 
15% (0.05)

 b, c
 29% (0.05)

 a, c
 62% (0.07)

 a, b
 

Type II 
29% (0.05)

 c
 39% (0.06)

 c
 59% (0.06)

 a, b
 

    

Values presented are M (Standard Error).  
a
 Indicates significant difference (a < 0.05) from OB 537	

Pre-Treatment, 
b
 indicates significant difference from OB Post-Treatment, and 

c
 indicates 538	

significant difference from NW. 539	

 540	

 541	

 542	

  543	
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Table 3. Health and Taste value in decision 544	

    

 

OB Post-Treatment 

vs. Pre-Treatment 

OB Pre-Treatment vs. 

NW 

OB Post Treatment vs. 

NW  

Health 
0.07 (4.7)

 **
 -0.38 (-23.2)** -0.31 (-18.5)** 

Taste -0.10 (-6.2)
 **

 0.44 (-24.3)** 0.34 (18.0)** 

    

Values presented are regression coefficients with t values in parentheses.  Health factored into 545	

decisions more for OB following treatment, and NW compared to OB both pre- and post-546	

treatment, whereas taste factored into decisions more for OB Pre-Treatment. 
**

 Indicates 547	

significant difference (a £ 0.001) between groups.   548	

  549	
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Supplemental Material: Task Stimuli 700	
All of the tasks involved high-resolution pictures of 150 different snack food items (e.g., health 701	
bars, candy, fruit) that are widely available in supermarkets and convenience stores. The stimulus 702	
set is similar to the one used by Hare et al (2009) but includes additional items to allow for more 703	
choice trials.		Supplemental	Figure	1	displays	example	stimuli.	704	
	705	
Supplemental	Figure	1	706	

	707	
	708	
SFig.	1.		Images	of	150	food	items	were	displayed	for	participants	in	each	of	the	tasks.		709	
Examples	include	chips,	candy,	cookies,	nuts,	yogurt,	vegetables,	cake,	fruit,	and	cereal	bars.		710	
Participants	rated	foods	on	their	healthiness	and	tastiness	in	random	counterbalanced	711	
order,	and	then	performed	the	decision-making	task.	712	


